What’s New: Q4 2020

Managed Wi-Fi 6 Networking
- Higher data throughput (up to 4.8 Gbps) in dense environments
- Wider coverage range
- Increased reliability and reduced disconnections
- More frequency spectrum for IoT and other devices
- Power savings/longer battery life for wireless devices
- Improved outdoor performance

MSx Firewall 3.0
- New better performing and lower cost hardware
- More aggressive pricing
- Self-managed and co-managed options now available
- New Secure level
- SD-WAN at no additional cost

Fortinet’s SD-WAN
- In addition to Velocloud, Silver Peak, and Meraki, TPx now offers Secure SD-WAN from Fortinet
- Fortinet is now a Gartner leader in both firewalls and edge WAN infrastructure
- Fits companies of all sizes/verticals, especially in network infrastructures requiring a strong security focus
- Fortinet’s SD-WAN comes at no additional cost with MSx Firewalls service

Security Awareness Training
- TPx now offers Awareness Training program, which helps customers reduce cyber threats, minimize the risk of phishing attacks, and reduce costs
- The training follows NIST recommended curriculum and includes randomized phishing simulation emails and monthly training courses sent automatically to each user with weekly tracking reports

DNS Protection
- Customer can now get DNS Protection as part of the MSx Endpoints 3.0 service
- This great solution helps companies stay protected against Internet threats, enforce compliance and policy, and safeguard remote users
- TPx DNS Protection service is powered by Webroot’s world-class Threat Intelligence, trusted by 90+ network and security technology vendors worldwide

Managed Detection & Response
- MDR helps customers discover, prevent, and recover from cyber threats faster, reduce attack dwell time, and proactively mitigate attacks
- We combine best-in-class detection and response technology with dedicated Security Operations Center staff who works 24/7/365 to quickly identify advanced threats and provides expert analysis on attack details and mitigation activity
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